Increased SOCS6 stability with PMA requires its N-terminal region and the Erk pathway via Pkcdelta activation.
We investigated stability of the ectopically expressed the SOCS6 protein in HEK293T cells with PMA, which activates protein kinase C (PKC). The treatment of PMA could largely increase SOCS6 stability in HEK293T cells. But, we did not observe increased protein levels of SOCS3 or Erk1 with PMA. This result suggests that the increased stability of SOCS6 with PMA did not generally occur in other proteins. The stability of SOCS6 depended on the N-terminal region containing an unidentified domain. We then studied the role of signal pathways in SOCS6 stability with PMA. We found that both Erk and Pkcdelta activation were required for the increased SOCS6 stability by PMA. The Erk activation by PMA appeared to be downstream from the Pkcdelta activation. The increased SOCS6 stability and Erk activation by PMA were both conserved in another cell line, MCF7. In addition, we demonstrated that PMA, insulin, and PDGF increased both the stability of endogenous-expressed SOCS6 and Erk activation in MDA-MB231 cells. These observations suggest that Erk activation may be correlated in the cells with high expression of SOCS6.